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CENATIC context

- **CENATIC is:**
  - The National OSS Competence Center of Spain
  - A public entity
  - In charge of (among others):
    - Support national, regional and local governments in the adoption and creation of OSS.
      - Public bidding procedures.
      - Continuous technical and legal advice.
      - Coordination of ICT providers.
    - Support national, regional and local governments in subjects related to the sustainability of their software platforms by freeing them and creating communities of interests.
      - Stakeholders identification and engagement (SME's, governments, users...).
      - Community model designing, creation and consolidation.
      - Continuous OSS communities governance.
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CENATIC vision

- We usually deal with:
  - Large multi-component software projects.
  - Mixed software that very often includes OSS, non-OSS, 3PP components, owned components, legacy components... all together!
CENATIC use cases

- First – Support government in OSS adoption and creation
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- Second – Projects sustainability through community building
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Conclusion

- **CENATIC expects that RISCOSS:**
  - **Supports us in our core activities:**
    - To be faster.
    - To be more accurate.
  - **Support government Governments:**
    - To reuse and combine existing projects.
    - To avoid legal risks when outsourcing software development.
    - To deliver sustainable and profitable (for companies) products.
  - **Supports IT companies:**
    - To be more productive and competitive.
    - To make profit from project released by the Government, avoiding risks.
    - To measure and compare savings of reusing existing projects.